CUSTOMER STORIES
HYPER ANNA FOR RISK AND AUDIT

Why risk and audit teams use
Hyper Anna.
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Hyper Anna's automated
insights capabilities help large
ASX listed company to gain 30%
in efficiency in Risk & Audit.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Company: ASX Listed
Industry: Financial Services
Company size: 30K+
Location: Australia
DEPLOYMENT DETAILS
With Hyper Anna since 2018
Budget holder(s): Chief Data Officer
Latest annual renewal: June 2021 with
expansion
Deployment: Cloud
Old stack: Manual reporting, sourcing
insights from source systems & highlevel dashboards
Platform usage: Over the course of
2020, users consumed and shared tens
of thousands of personalised insights.

ONE OF MANY USE-CASES
Audience: Risk Managers & Analysts of the finance team
Usage:
Support their analysis and continuous monitoring of many areas of their
services (e.g. credit card transactions) in line with their audit program
Perform deep dive analysis to support audit reviews. Once an audit is
complete, the team establishes automated, direct-to-inbox insights so they
can proactively monitor for any future anomalies.
Results: Insights from Hyper Anna help them to test and validate hypotheses
developed in audit planning exercises, to understand the causes for trends and
observed behaviour, and to identify any segments requiring further field work
and review.

TODAY

RISK & AUDIT TEAM

gain 30% in efficiency in Risk &
Audit
Elevated quality of insights
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CONTINUOUS MONITORING

Success
Delivered
Success
delivered

Hyper Anna allows the Risk team to understand at the click
of a button if any areas of the audit program require further
review.

INSIGHTS DELIVERED AUTOMATICALLY
Through Missions (reports created in Hyper Anna), insights
on all facets of the business are scheduled to share with the
Head of Risk & Audit, Risk Managers and Product Owners
resulting in a 30% efficiency gain when compared to their
previously manual process.

UP-SKILLING
The usage of Hyper Anna is aligned with the organisation's
strategic initiative to increase the scrutiny of data in audits.
The team can now explore different dimensions of their data
quickly and easily.
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How Hyper Anna was embedded into Risk &
Audit processes
Enablement of Risk Data & Analytics team (2 x 1 hour sessions) to load data
into Hyper Anna and set-up Mission reports with relevant insights that can be
shared with Risk Analysts & Managers
Showcase to Risk Analysts & Managers on how to utilise Hyper Anna to gain
value in Audits
Insights Sessions (4 x 1 hour) designed by Hyper Anna to help uplift level of
data literacy of Risk Analysts & Managers. Each session we deep dive into a
specific audit dataset to understand when to utilise for specific audit
activities, how to validate hypothesis and leverage insights in BAU
Ongoing monthly team review sessions with Risk Analysts & Managers to
find trends from the audit program of work and agree timelines to investigate
and resolve issues
Quarterly check ins with executives to align on priority and focus areas for
the upcoming months
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ABOUT HYPER ANNA

Hyper Anna is the world's #1 automated analytics
platform, used by global companies like Microsoft,
IAG, Westpac and Singtel.
Automating analysis and reporting, in 3 minutes
Hyper Anna finds insights hidden deep in your data
and summarises it so you're ready to present to any
senior executive. Works on any dataset, requires no
set-up, and is completely secure and transparent.
Find your breakthrough moments with Hyper Anna.

www.hyperanna.com | hello@hyperanna.com

